Name: ________________________

Date: ____________

Notes: Classifying Numbers

Do Now: Match each description with the set of numbers that most appropriately be
represents it. No repeating.

_____ Money

A.

1 2 5 13

_____ Number of Students in Class

B.

… , −2.50, 0.00, 5.25, 16.73, …

_____ Golf Score

C.

… − 2, −1,0, +1, +2 …

_____ Fraction of a Whole

D.

0,1,2,3,4,5,6,7, …

Using the diagram to the right, match
each of the number sets with its name.
___ Real Number

A. 1,2,3,4, …

___ Irrational Numbers B. 0,1,2,3,4, …

___ Rational Numbers

C. … , −2, −1,0,1,2, …

___ Integers

D. … , −2, − 2 , 0,1.5, …

___ Whole Numbers

E. … , −√5, √2, 𝜋, …

3

3

___ Natural Numbers F. … , − , 0,4, 𝜋, …
2

, , ,

6 5 9 14

…

Describe what the diagram above tells us about the relationship between natural numbers, whole
numbers, integers, rational numbers, irrational numbers, and real numbers.

__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________

- I can define natural numbers and list the number set.
- I can define whole numbers and list the number set.
- I can define integers and list the number set.
- I can define rational numbers and explain why a given number is rational.
- I can define irrational numbers and explain why a given number is irrational.
- I can define real numbers and explain why a given number is real.
- I can c ea e he N mbe

Web and e

lain ho each n mbe

e i

ela ed.

Natural Numbers (denoted , ℕ ): 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .
-

Numbers we use for counting.
Set of all the positive integers.

Whole Numbers (denoted 𝕎): 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, . . .
-

Nonnegative numbers that can be written without a fraction or decimal.
Set of all the nonnegative integers.

Integers (denoted ℤ): . . . , −2, −1,0,1,2, . . .
-

A number that can be written without a fractional part.
5

1

6

3

Rational Numbers (denoted ℚ): … − 10, − , 0, , 0.6, √25, 19. 51 …
-

𝑎

All numbers that can be written as a fraction, 𝑏 , where 𝑎 and 𝑏 are integers and 𝑏 ≠ 0.
All numbers are either terminating or repeating.

Irrational Numbers (denoted 𝕀): {...,0.56093271546 … , √2, 𝜋, 1.21211211121111, …
-

-

𝑎

Numbers that CANNOT be written as a fraction, 𝑏 , when 𝑎 and 𝑏 are integers and 𝑏 ≠ 0.

All numbers that are non-terminating and non-repeating.

Real Numbers (denoted ℝ): … , −17.5102, −
-

18
4

All the rational and irrational numbers.

, 0, √15, 𝜋, 10, …

1) Match each set of numbers with their most appropriate classification.
Classifications:
Whole Numbers

Integers

Irrational Numbers
a) √7, 𝜋,

Rational Numbers

Real Numbers

√2
, −7.5𝜋
5

Imaginary Numbers
5

b) 0, 5, 10, 15

_________________

c) − 2 , 12, 16.5, √100

__________________

d) √−16, √−20, 72𝑖

___________________

e) −9, −1, 6, 29, 1076

_________________

__________________

9

𝜋

f) −15.5, − 5 , 0.001, 2 , 𝜋, 97
___________________

2) What type of number is −7?

3) Which does not describe 107?

a) whole number
b) irrational number
c) integer
d) imaginary number

a) whole number
b) integer
c) real number
d) irrational number

4) Which would be the most appropriate domain for finding you weight in pounds?
a) integers
b) rational numbers
c) positive integers
d) positive rational numbers
5) Nanc

a a ked he

e ion, I he n mbe

𝜋

𝜋
2

a a ional o i a ional n mbe ? She an

e ed, The

number 2 is a rational number because it can be represented as a fraction. Is Nancy correct? Explain
your reasoning.

6) Which statement is not always true?
a) The sum of two rational numbers is rational.
b) The product of two irrational number is rational.
c) The sum of a rational number and an irrational number is irrational.
d) The product of a nonzero rational number and an irrational number is irrational.

- I can define natural numbers and list the number set.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
- I can define whole numbers and list the number set.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
- I can define integers and list the number set.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
- I can define rational numbers and explain why a given number is rational.
5

Define the set of rational numbers. Then, explain why 7 is a rational number.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
- I can define irrational numbers and explain why a given number is irrational.
Define the set of rational numbers. Then, explain why √2 is an irrational number.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
- I can define real numbers and explain why a given number is real.
Define the set of real numbers. Then explain why √19 is a real number.
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

- I can c ea e he N mbe

Web and e

lain ho each n mbe

e i

ela ed.

____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________

Name: ________________________

Date: ____________

Classwork/Homework: Classifying Numbers
1 What type of number is √17 ?

2 What type of number is 16.2?

(1) rational number
(2) irrational number

(1) rational number
(2) irrational number

(3) imaginary number
(4) whole number

(3) integer
(4) whole number

3 All of the following numbers are integers except

4 If 𝑥 is whole number, then −7𝑥 must be a

(1) −18

(3) 6.5

(1) whole number

(3) irrational number

(2) 0

(4) 1,500

(2) integer

(4) imaginary number

5 Write a fraction that is not a rational number

Explain why this fraction is not a rational number

6 The cost of production of shoes in a factory is most appropriately represented by
(1) nonnegative rational numbers
(2) integers

(3) nonnegative real numbers
(4) irrational numbers

7 Describe a scenario when it would be most appropriate to use rational numbers.

8 You are counting the number of dogs at a local dog park. What set of numbers would be most
appropriate to use?
1

(1) … − 2, −1,0,1,2, …
(2) 0,1,2,3,4,5, …

1

1

(3) 0, 2 , 1, 1 2 , 2, 2 2 , 3, …
(4) −1,0,1,2,3,4

9 Given the following expressions:
1

9

2

2

I. − +
II.

14𝜋
𝜋

III. √16 ∙ 𝜋
IV. 7(√81)

Which expression(s) result in an integer?
(1) I,II,IIV
(2) I,IV, only

(3) I,III,IV
(4) II, only

10 Which statement is not always true?
(1) The product of an integer and a whole number is an integer.
(2) The product of an integer and a whole number is a whole number.
(3) The sum of two rational numbers is rational.
(4) The difference of two real numbers is real.

11 Could you ever add a rational number and an irrational number to obtain a rational number? If yes,
provide an example. If no, explain your reasoning.

12 Determine if the sum of 5√7 and 2√7 is rational or irrational. Explain your answer.

13

14

15 Could you ever multiply an irrational number by an irrational number to obtain a rational number? If
yes, provide an example. If no, explain your reasoning.

16 Given the following expressions:
1

9

17

√13
4

I. − 2 + 2

III.

II. 4𝜋 − 1

IV. (√10)(√10)

4

−

Which expression(s) result in an irrational number?
(1) II, only
(2) IV, only

(3) I, II, III, IV
(4) II, III

17 Which statement is not always true? (Select all that apply)
(1) The product two irrational numbers is irrational.
(2) The product of two rational numbers is rational.
(3) The sum of two irrational numbers is irrational.
(4) The difference of a rational number and an irrational number is irrational.

18 Match each set of numbers with their most appropriate classification.
Classifications:
Whole Numbers

Integers

Rational Numbers

Irrational Numbers

Real Numbers

Imaginary Numbers

a) … , −2, −1,0,1,2, …

b) 0,1,2,3,4, …

c) −8𝑖, √−5, √−49

_________________

__________________

___________________

d) √2, 𝜋, √701

e) −8, −1.05, 2

f) −8, 𝜋, 2 , √701

_________________

__________________

___________________

1

1

19 What type of number is √36 ?

20 What type of number is 67.8?

(1) rational number
(2) irrational number

(1) positive rational number.

(3) imaginary number
(4) negative integer

(2) positive irrational number (4) positive integer

21 If 𝑦 is a negative integer, then −10𝑥 must be a
(1) whole number
(2) negative rational number

(3) integer

(3) irrational number
(4) imaginary number

22 Describe a scenario when it would be most appropriate to use whole numbers.

23 Which statement is always true?
(1) The sum of an integer and a rational number is an integer
(2) The sum of an integer and a whole number is an integer.
(3) The product of real number and a whole number is a whole number.
(4) The product of two irrational numbers is an integer.

24 The number of cashiers at a local supermarket is most appropriately represented by
(1) integers
(2) real numbers

(3) rational numbers
(4) whole numbers

25 The area of a circle is most appropriately represented by
(1) nonnegative rational numbers
(2) integers

(3) nonnegative real numbers
(4) irrational numbers

26 For which value of 𝑀 and 𝑁 is 𝑀 + 𝑁 a rational number?
(1) 𝑀 =
(2) 𝑀 =
(3) 𝑀 =
(4) 𝑀 =

1
√9
1
√3
1

and 𝑁 =
and 𝑁 =

√25
1
√9

1
√2
1
√2
1

and 𝑁 =

and 𝑁 =

√64
1

√6

27 Jamal is given the following values:
𝐴 = 4.5
𝐵 = √4
𝐶 = −17
19
𝐷=
2

He states that 𝐵𝐶 + 𝐴𝐷 is an integer. Is Jamal correct? Explain your reasoning

28 Is the sum of 2√2 and 9√32 rational or irrational? Explain your reasoning.

29 Is the product of 2√2 and 9√32 rational or irrational? Explain your reasoning.

30 For which value of 𝑃 and 𝑄 is 𝑃𝑄 an irrational number?
(1) 𝑃 =
(2) 𝑃 =
(3) 𝑃 =
(4) 𝑃 =

1
√2
1
√4
1
√4
1

and 𝑄 =
and 𝑄 =
and 𝑄 =

√25

1
√50
1
√5
1
√9

and 𝑄 =

1

√81

31 Given:
𝑊 = 3√4
𝑋 = √7
𝑌 = √6
𝑍 = −2√9
Which results in a rational number?
(1) 𝑋𝑌
(2) 𝑋 + 𝑌

(3) 𝑊 + 𝑍
(4) 𝑌𝑍

32 Diane aid ha All in ege a e eal n mbe . Do o ag ee i h Diane? E plain o

33 State whether 9 − √3 is rational or irrational. Explain your answer.

ea oning.

34

35 Could you ever subtract an irrational number by an irrational number to obtain a rational number? If
yes, provide an example. If no, explain your reasoning.

36 The product of √324 and √466 is
(1) irrational because both factors are irrational
(2) irrational because one factor is irrational
(3) rational because both factors are rational
(4) rational because one factor is rational

37 The solution to the equation 2𝑥 − √5 = 10 is a
(1) whole number
(2) rational number

(3) irrational number
(4) imaginary number

38 Given:
𝑅 = √36
𝑆 = √4
𝑇 = √12
𝑈 = √3
Which results in an irrational number?
(1) 𝑇𝑈
(2) 𝑆𝑈

(3) 𝑅𝑆
(4) 𝑈 2

39 The sum of √200 and √676 is
(1) irrational because both addends are irrational
(2) irrational because one addend is irrational
(3) rational because both addends are rational
(4) rational because one addend is rational
40 Is the product of 3√3 and 7√3 rational or irrational? Explain your reasoning.

41 M . Robbin a ked he cla , I he
that the sum was irrational.

m of 5.27 and √5 a ional o i a ional? Gio ani an

e ed

State whether Giovani is correct or incorrect. Justify your reasoning.

42 Ch i aid ha All a ional n mbe a e eal n mbe . Do o ag ee i h Ch i ? E plain o
reasoning.

43 De ick aid ha All eal n mbe a e a ional n mbe . Do o ag ee i h De ick? E plain o
reasoning.

44 Which statement is not always true?
(1) The product of an integer and a whole number is an integer.
(2) The sum of an integer and a whole number is an integer.
(3) The product of two irrational numbers is irrational.
(4) The sum of a rational number and an irrational number is irrational.

45 The amount of a bill at a local restaurant is most appropriately represented by
(1) positive rational numbers
(2) positive irrational numbers

(3) whole numbers
(4) integers

46 You are counting the value of a certain number of quarters. What set of numbers would be most
appropriate to use?
1 1 3

(1) … − 2, −1,0,1,2, …
(2) 0,1,2,3,4,5, …

1

1

(3) 0, 4 , 2 , 4 , 1, 1 4 , 1 2 , …
(4) −1,0,1,2,3,4

6

47 Is the product of √36 and 7 rational or irrational? Explain your reasoning.

